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As a consequence of the effort, we managed to put together
a methodology, uncommon to find in the literature, which

_--'-'----'-~ __ ~'--~__"__~ çom-I~IÜ;es_.!he_whole_process of creation of volumetric
models, from acquisition to visualization and property
calculation, going through each step. Works published in
related subjects present techniques for each individual step,
or a combination of two of the steps (such as segmentation
and reconstruction, or reconstruction and visualization), but
do not give a whole sequence of procedures, from the
collection of data on the phenomenon under observation (in
this case fruits) to a computational object that represents
their structure. Even in those cases (as in medical images)
where these techniques have been widely employed, there
is little effort applied to the validation of the final model.
To complete the methodology, we also provide its
validation by calculating the approximation error of
volume measurements.

L.A.C. Jorge, R. Minghim, L.G. Nonato, C.1.
Biscegli, E.C. Pedrino, V. O. Roda, M.S.V.
Paiva

3D RECONSTRUCTION,
VISUALIZATIONAND
VOLUME CALCULATION OF
FRUITS , '
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Abstract This work presents a methodology.for the three
dimensional (3D) models frorn 2D magnetic- resonance
image frames, aimed for some studies on fruits. The 3D
models can be employed for precise volumetric description
of objects of interest. Becausc the volumetric model is
precise, the methcdology lends itself to reliable volume
calculation. As anillustration of its use in agriculture, a test
case of a mango tissue collapse is.used, The .various parts
of interest in the mango are reconstructed and their volume
determined. Validation of the developed methodology was
performed applying it for the reconstruction of two objects
with known geometry and volumetric properties
(phantorns). This gives an estimare of the error imposed by
the procedure (0.15% .to 2.30/d), thus legitimating the
methodology fór' 3D model reconstruction. The
coritributions of this work include the full description of the
reconstruction process, from acquisition to visualization
and manipulation, and the validation of the model formed.
Additionally, its novelty in thé field of agriculture opens
ncw possibilities for researchers in that field ofactivity.

Kcywor ds 3D Reconstruction,
Visualization, Fruit Analysis, MRI, VTK

Segmentation,

I lntroduction

In scientific visualization, many three-dimensional (3D)
techniques for 20 image data analysis have been put
forward and applied to various fields, opening enormous
possibilitics in many research areas, as well as many
questions. New applications appear oftcn, and in some of
thcm invasivc procedures may destroy parts of the very
phcnornenon one wishes 10 observe and also may disturb
the mcasuremcnts accuracy, such as volume. In agriculture,
grcat effort has been put imo quantifying fruit quality,
including non-invasive techniques based on data collection
from MRI and CT scans, those are, however, mainly 2D
strategies. The potential benefit from 3D techniques in this
context highlights some questions, for instance: how
reliable are the modcls? \Vhat are lhe techniques suitable 10
cvaluate fruit quality in visualization? \Vhat types of
propcrties can bc analyzed? This lias been the motivation

for lhe union of efforts between researchcrs in visualization
and in agriculturc to develop the methodology for analysis
of volumetric fruit properties. Because thosc propertics can
help interpret physical and physiological structures, we
carried out an effort to define what precision could be
obtained from the data collection available. The
fundamental problem solved by the developed
methodology can be stated as: given images collected by a
MRI equipment with 0.2 em spacing intra-slice with no
spacing between si ices and resolution of 256x256 pixels,
what kind of error could be expected in the volume
calculation if a whole process of reconstruction were to be
applied without any particular processing to control
approximation errors?

The main contributions of this work are: the development
of an effective methodology for 3D model reconstruction
from MRl images devised to produce a robusi and precise
volumetric mesh of the reconstructed objects; the
validation of such model for reliability of volume
calculation; and the use of these results in the analysis of
fruit problems, taking as test case the disease that
motivated the e ffo rt in the first place: mango tissue
collapse. An additional real life application of the
developed methodology is presented, the volurneuic
reconstruction of a cashew nut.

ln the I next scction we give an overview of the
methodology and related work and justify for the particular
choices of tcchniques. These techniques are described in
the subsequent sections and a description of lhe results
follows.

2 Relatcd Work

There have been a nurnber of methods developed to
generate; 3D models from 2D data. Research on these
methods' can be found in the field of the scientific
visualization, which has been widely applied in medicine.
We refer to the books edited by Fitzpatrick and Sonka [10],
Kirn and Horii [19) and Van Metter et aI. [22) as sources of
methods and references on the subject. There are examples
of visualization in combination with other techniques in
artificial ncuron visualization and fluid dynarnics, as well
as dentistry [31). Nowadays, the particular scqucnce of
methods and pararncters employed must be individually
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adaptcd to each problem, in thc case of this application on
agriculture.

Three steps are required to generate 3D models, namely:
data acquisition [I], image segmentation [29], [16], and 3D
reconstruction [26].

The first step, data acquisition, obtains two-dimensional
images frorn three-dirnensional objects. lt can be performed
bya number of devices, such as CT, MR1, and microscopic
photography. MRl has been used in a number of fruit
studies with good results [7]. This fact and the quality and
resolution of lhe images produced motivated its use in the
present work. Several non-destructive methods to analyze
and measure internal fruit defects have been presented in
lhe literature [38]; [7]; [6]; [14]. ln general, these
lechniques apply irnage processing methods that extract
importam features to estimate area, shape, and evolution of

~fl'llit~degradation.-"fhese~pproaches are linrited=almost
exclusively to two-dimensional (20) images, irnpairing the
analysis of three-dimensional (3D) structures, which might
prove useful in certain applications. Making use of
cornputer tornography (CT) [36] or magnetic resonance
imaging (MR1) [7] devices to obtain 3D models from 2'0
data has been a comrnon practice mainly in medica]
applications. By extending their use to the fruits analysis
and other agricultural products, it may be possible to
advance our understanding about some diseases and
thereby aid the control of their manifestations. This is
especially true where invasive procedures, such as actually
. slicing 01-dicing, are no! desirable [37]. ' .

The second step of the methodology, segmentation,
.processes the. images to identify and select elernents of
interest.. There are many techniques in '.the literature
devoted ,to. image segmentation and they can be grouped
II1to several categories: edge-based [5], [24], region-based
[2], Markov random field-based [18], [4], deformable
models [39], and hybrid techniques [16]. Some of these
methods search for regions of interest, while some degree
of similarity inside a region is used to detect its area. Other
methods separate objects of interest by detecting edges that
separate them. Many of them use hybrid approaches. The
goal in lhe class of problems addressed here is to find
boundaries bctwecn regions of interest as well as 10
describe lhe interior of these arcas. The sezmentarion
lecl.lnique proposed in [27] and used here ;as a type
region-bascd tcchnique, One of its advantages lies in the
fact that contour dcscriprion is intrinsic of the process,
whilc othcr region-based methods need a second pass at the
deicctcd regions 10 define thcm. Segmentation step requires
lhe most proccssing time of the whole procedure, includinu
various levels of intcraction with the user 10 achieve good
results.

The Iast stcp of lhe process, three-dirnensional
rcconstruction, builds gcometric models from the
scgrnented images so thal they can be used in simulation
visualization, intcraction, and data analysis. In lhe type of
3D reconstruction known as mesh generation (MG), a
1110del IS defincd by a number of cells, which could be
planar cells (such as triangles) or volurnetric cells (such as
tetrahedrons). Classes of techniques to obtain such models
incJude optimal [32], [23], deformable [34], and heuristic
models [9], [3], thc lauer being lhe rnost popular. These

techniques make use of graph theory, geornctry, anel
proximity metrics 10 achievc a satisfactory modcl frorn
coruours thal define the boundary of regions of interest in
the image seI. lt is also possible to build meshes frorn lhe
original data by 'detecting ' isosurfaces in thc data set (i.e.,
without contour exlraction). In this typc of approach, lhe
series of original images are piled up 10 forrn a volume, and
each volume unit is checked for surface intersection [20],
[35]. The resulting models obtained from isosurface
detection have additional problems than those built using
contours. Meshes are toa large, details have poor
representation, and defining if a particular face of the rnesh
is 'inside' or ,'outside'. regarding a particular surface is a
e1ifficult task [28]. The reconstruction technique ernployed
in this work falls into the heuristic category, and lhe metric
used for mesh refinement has a topological nature, more
robust for computational implementation. The choice of
this-method was determined by-the-characreristics of-lhe
mesh formed, which is volumetric with comparatively low
number of cells, and the aspect of the model makes it
adequate for simulation and visualization, as shown in
previous works [28], [26].

One novel result on the applicability of lhe 3D modcls
generated by this methodology is related to lhe lhe
validation of lhe mesh formation based on lhe calculation
of the volume of the reconstructed parts. An estimation of
the error for the reconstruction process supports lhe use of
the methodology in a number of applications in agriculture
and elsewhere.· To validate volume calculation, two
phantom objects were used, for which precise volume
measurements were known. One was shaped as a sphere
and the other was constructed with a more complex, cube-
shaped geometry. By submitting these objects to the three-
step procedure lhe reconstruction error was obtained.

In order to demonstrate the potential of the tools put
forward in this work for agricultural applications,
measurements of a mango disease, the interna I collapse
(Mangifera indica L.) were cornputed and analyzed. This
disease is characterized by disintegration and de-coloration
of the pulp, with loss of its natural consistency. 11 rnakes
the fruit partially or totally inadequate for consumption.
Syrnptorns are the disinlcgration of the vascular system in
lhe regiot of ~ond bctween pcdunele and endocarp, while
lhe fruit IS still 111 the tree. This causes the seed to be
physically and physiologically insulated from tissues that
keep thcm together and gives rise to voids between the
regions of the peduncle and endocarp, so that tissucs
around this empty space start to lose color. The same
occurs to the pulp, which also begins to lose color, mainly
near the cndocarp [8]. These features were not mcasurcd
with precision before, and it is our expectation ihat beinz
ab!e to do so \ViII open new frontiers in the study of thi~
problern as well as others in agriculture.

An additíonal example of applicability of the technique is
the volumetric reconstruction of the cashew nut, The goal
with the rcconstruction of this fruit is to build a zeometrical
model that will be useful to simulate forces applied durinz
extraction of lhe almond. In this case the precision of the
model is essential for the reliability of the numerical
simulation involved.
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An MRI experiment has as resul! a signal map of the
hydrogen (I H) present in the analyzed sa~~ making i.~t _
possible to- distinguiShdifferences indensity and mobil ity
of I H nuclei. In fruits, these signals essentially come frorn
I H in free water molecules (:::::95%). When nuclei, which
have magnetic moments, are subjected to an external
magnetic field, they align in different energy levels. For
I H, the nuclear spin Y2 will have two possible orientations
with respect to the external field: parallel or anti-parallel.
The difference in energy between these two levels is
proportional to the externa I magnetic field strength. Like
other spectroscopic rnethods, the purpose is to induce
transitions between energy levels to obtain a non-
equilibrium state. Then, relaxation . to equilibrium is
observed r.and recorded. MRI images are obtained by
applying radio-frequency pulses at the Larmor frequency of
I H nuclei, adequately cornbined- with magnetic field
gradient pulses. Such pulses provide the .Iocation of the
plane under observation. as well as its thickness and its I H
nuclei distribution.

The next severa I sections cover each step of the proccss in
turn. lt is not our intent to give detailed description of the
inelividual techniques employed, rather to offer an
overview of the various techniques employed, and to
retlect the work performed in tuning and validating these
techniqucs for the applications presented. This is followed
by the method used for validating the volume reconstructed
and by the results of the work.

320 Imaging

3.1 Magnetic resonance in fruits

3.2 Data Acquisition

The images used in this work were obtained with the
Varian 2 Tesla Magnetic Rcsonunce Imaging System at
Embrapa Agricullure Instrumentation, São Carlos (SP),
Brazil. Forty-six equally spaced magnetic resonance
imagcs of each fruit were collected in the sagital
orientation. MRI images of intact and diseased fruits were
acquired using a birdcage radio frequency coil, with a
diameter of 14 em and 30 em in length, at a proton resonant
frequency of 85.5 MHz. Data was acquired using the Spin-
Echo Mulli Slice pulse sequence, with a 2s repetition time
anel an a 0.0 15s echo time. Sliees were 0.2 em thick with
no gap betwecn slices. Acquisition time for the complete
set of 46 tornograms was approxirnately 12 minutes.
Because the signal to noise ratio is high, a single-pass is
sufficient for acquiring elata. Complex data points were
acquircd from this systcm by a workstation, proelucing a
256x256 pixels image. A 20 Fourier transforrn converted
the original image to a magnetic resonance image. Two
cxarnplcs of M RI images of mangos with corresponding
photographs can be seen in figure I. A dark region rneans
absence of I H, while the white regions inelicate presence of
"free" I H. The severa I gray shades indicate the regions in
which I H has 101V mobility. Experirnents were carried out
on mangos of the variety Tomrny Atkins tMongifera

indica, L.). The sarnc process was applieel to the val idation
phantoms (sce validation section), and to other fruits.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig: a) One MRI slice of a mango presenting an internal
collapse disease. b) Digital photography of the mango slice
in figure Ia. c) One MRI slice of a healthy mango for
comparison. d) Digital photography of the slice in figure
Ic.

4 lmage Segmentation

In 3D reconstruction, the boundary curves (eontours) of the
interest region segmentation need to be deteeted to be used
as inputs for constructing a three-dirnensional model,
Describing the interior ofthese areas is also use fuI.

The segmentation technique employed here is region-based
anel relies on a homogeneity function to partition the image
into regions. The overall idea of this type of segmentation
algorithm is to verify, frorn an initial chosen region (or
seed) in the image, if each neighboring pixel to this region
should be added to it. The process continues, until there are
no more neighboring pixels to be attached to the region. In
the case of the images for the mango collapse, sceds for
inside ~nd outside regions were chosen inelividually for
core, hole, anel pulp.

The algorithm described in [27] ernploys a similarity
function to deciele if a neighbor pixel p should be addcd to
a region R. This function associate, to each pair of regions
Rin and Rout, a real value between O and I, where Rin and
Rout are the neighborhoods of p located respectively inside
and outside R. I f the value of the sirnilarity function is
close to I, then p must be added to R. In this work, the
similarity function used was:

ctJ(R. R ) = I
,n' uut (E(R. )-E(R »2 (I)

exp( /li ., OUI )

0'-

Where E represents the mean of pixel values within each
region and 0'2 is the variance of the values in RmuRoul' The
algorithm is based on lhe concept of digital planar surfaces,
dcfined as the union of a set of 8-connected disjoint regions
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planar cells [40]. To add a cell (or pixel) p to R, the
algorithrn employs a set of Morse operators thal controls
the topology and the boundary curves of R. There is a set
of 5 classes of operators named k-handles used to eonstruct
the surface by adding one eell (-I$k$3). 11 can be proven
that given an object S with Euler characteristic X(S) and a
k-handle O" then X(SvO")=X(S)-k. This property gives
control over the topology of the region (and boundary)
during construction. With this capability, it is possible, for
instance, to control the number of holes in a region. If there
is previous knowledge of the expected shape of the region
under construction, as in the case of some of the problems
studied, the procedure is capable of 'filling out' undesirable
holes in the object thus eliminating noise. Other examples
of similarity funetions and a precise definition of ali Morse
operators for digital planar surfaces can be found in [27].

, Fig. 3 Model of the three objects of interest in the mango,
---- An_additLonaLadvantag~(Jhis segmentatioD-algorilhnLis--reconsfructed from planar-MRl si ices.

the fact that, at the same time that it separates regions in the
image, it also provides well defined curves representing
their contours. Figure 2 illustrates segmentation of the
image in figure Ia.

, . , -v ,

Fig: 2 Conlours\e'xtracted frorn irnage in figure Ia.

Before further processing, the bordering curves generated
. were simplified by point reduction, to avoid an excessive
number of geometric primitives in the final model. The
algorithrn used takes into account the curvature along the
contour [15].

5 3D Reconstructlon and Visuulizatlo n

The reconstruction ulgorithrn employed in this work was
based on Dclaunay 3D Reconstruction [26]. It begins by
gcncrating a 3D Delaunay triangulation [11] from the
oriented set of contour points. It then classifies the formed
tetrahedrons as internal, external or on the contours, in
accordance with their position. Next, reverse tetrahedrons
are identified. These are tetrahedrons that have just one
edge in each slice, without being contour edges. They
appcar c\'cry time two contours are well positioned
gcometrically [26], giving an extremely useful heuristic for
branching and merging. These reverse tetrahedrons are
therefore used to determine which contours should be
connected. Then, externa I tetrahedrons between
cornponcnts are eliminated to disconnect them. The
technique also includes procedures to ensure the model is
consistent with the original contours and avoid singularities
so that thcy can be used for nurnerical simulation. Adaptive
rcfincment however would be a useful additional feature
[30). lnteractive exploration benefits from the algorithrn
because the rcsulting mesh is not as large as those created
by other methods. The technique was qualitatively

compared before with traditional isosurface construction
approachcs [28] and to other Delaunay based
reconstruction lechniques
advantages. Figure 3 shows
the mango in this study.

[40], presenting some
the resulting model built for

The basie visualization software used is VTK - The
Visualization Toolkit [33] whieh is an extensible library
that implernents many visualization methods.

Before proceeding to analyze the results of modeling and
visualizing 3D structures in the diseased mango, a
validation procedure was earried out using two real life
objeets, for whieh the volume eould be caleulated with high
precision. This validation procedure, described in the next
seetion, estimates the reconstruetion error.

6 Validation Regarding Volume Calculation

11 is important to know how reliable are the rnodels
obtai'ned by reeonstruetion, although this is rarely discussed
in the literature. lmportant issues when judging reliability
refer to the aspect of the model and of its individual cells.
The most desirable features in a modeling mesh are:
absence of singularities, consistency with original object
slicing, reduced number ofcells and cell aspect ratio. These
features are intrinsic of the reconstruction method [26]. An
additional picce of information to validate its use for a
nurnber of applications is its effectiveness for volume
calculation. This would indicate adequacy of the moelel to
define J..,ell the region inside the object boundaries. In the
case of fruit diseases it would be possible to estimare the
portion affected.

A useful method for the purpose of vai idation employs an
object with known geometry anel volume, callcd a
'phantom'. Because the exact internal dimensions of a
particular phantorn and the value of its volume are known,
it can be eompared with the volume calculated from a
reconstructed version of the sarne phantorn. Due to the
large nurnber of approximations used in lhe reconstruction
process,' a certain degree of inaccuracy is expected. A
measurernent of this inaccuracy is the target of the
validation procedure.

For the methodology presented here, two phantoms were
employed, to account for two different geornetrical forms.
A cubical phantorn (see figure 4) was designcd and built
using small plates of polymethylmethacrylate. A spherical
phantorn (a table-tennis ball) was also used. Both phantorns
were filled with 1% watcr solution of Copper Sulphate
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(Cl;2S04), to lower the relaxation times TI and T2 below
lhe values for tap water, imaged using the same M RI
acquisition method described above, and processed by the
same set 3-D reconstruction procedures applicd to the
mango. The cubic phantom was built with a designed
volume of 108.0 cm3, while the actua l amount of water
solution of copper sulphate it was capable of holding was
107.84 em3. The sphere had an external diameter of 3.76
em, with an external volume of 27.83 cm3 and filled
volume of 25.95 cm3. 801h phantoms were 'sliced' every
0.2em with no gap between slices (same approach as with
lhe mango). No steps were taken to reduce error during lhe
various phases of the procedure.

h J i

b)a)

Fig. 4 Phantom, designed and built to validate volume
calculation from rcconstructed models.

7 Results and Discussion

Applying MRI to investigate the internal quality of fresh
fruits is a natural and very important extension of its
historical introduction in medicine as an imaging technique
for diagnosis [13], [21], [12], [25]. The main advantage of
MRI over other investiga tive approaches is its non-invasive
and non-destructive nature, Figure I a presents a sagital
tomography of a mango with tissue eollapse. The core, the
void, and the pulp are ali visible. Figure I b presents a
digital photograph of the same mango opened with a
haeksaw approximately at the same location. Figures I c
and I d illuslrate a healthy mango for comparison. 8ecause
there is no tissue collapse in the healthy mango, the dark
gray regions around the core (figure I c) are due to the
wcak magnetic resonance signal frorn the low mobility I H
of lhe externa I solid arid dry tissues of the core. Due to lhe
nature of the segmentation proeess used here, that gray
region, ir segmented, could be interactively included either
in the core 01' in the pulp region, at user 's choice. Including
it in the core would be lhe correct choice.

The method employed here for segrnentation behaves
particularly well when boundaries have uniform intensities
over their complete extent. For instance, the separation
between hole and pulp to the right of the core in figure I a
is wcll capturcd by the method (see figure 2), even where
the actual boundary is just slightly visible (that is, dark
regions are visually mixed with clear regions). Depending
on user needs, either of the attained properties (region or
eontour) can be used. In this case, we used ali the contours
generated by the segmentation proeedure for every slice,
that is, the boundary curves presented in blaek in figure 2.

Frorn the contours cxtraeted in lhe whole set of slices, a
modcl was built for the parts of interest in the fruit, whieh
was furthcr explorcd. One set of modcls, formed by

processing ali frames with three regions of interest (pulp,
hole and core), is presented in figure 5, and the triangular
mesh of its exterior part is shown in figure 6. This
geornctric rnodel was used for interaction, analysis and
calculation. It is aetually composed of tetrahedrons though
on the screen only the boundary of the model is displayed.
Figure 7 shows a part of the reconstruction of one 01' the
phantoms to illustrate this property. Volume calculations
involved summing lhe volumes of eaeh of its interna I
tetrahedrons,

Fig, 5 Reconstruction of the three parts of interest in the
diseased mango. a) Core b) Void caused by physiological
disturbance. c) Pulp.

Fig. 6 Mesh for the exterior surfaee of the mango.

A model was created for each of the phantoms described
previously (figure 8b and 8d) using the same seanning
parameters as for the mango (see figure 8a and 8e for
particular sliees). For MRI scanning of the eubie phantorn,
it was placed at a 45-degree inclination to the equipment
axis. The approximations imposed by the reconstruetion
process have a visual effeet in the resulting mcdcls, which
c~n belobserved in figure 8b. For the cubic phantorn, 23
slices were generated, while for the sphere, 19 sliees were
produeed.

Fig.7 Tetrahedrons in a reconstrueted object. A shrinking
algorithrn was used to split the individual tetrahedrons
apart.
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Fig.S Phantom reconstruction. a) MRI of the cubic
phantom. b) reconstructed model for the cubic phantom. c)
MRI of the spherical pharuorn. d) reconstructed model for
the spherical phantom.

The volume of the reconstructed spherical phantom was
0.15% higher than the actual sphere and the volume of the
cubical phantom was 2.3% higher than the actual volume
of the original object (25.988447 cm3 for the sphere and
116.25 cm3 for the cubic object). The number of
tetrahedrons is an indication of the size of the rnesh and
therefore of the time needed to calculate ' volumetric
properties. The number of tetrahedrons generated here
(2565 for the sphere, 7636 for the cube, and 11081 for the
whole mango) can be handled easily by most computers
running the software, and the processing time for volume
calculation is not a significant portion of the full processo
The void caused by the disease in the studied case was
calculated to be 4.04% of the volume of the mango.
Because the pulp is 92.47% of the mango, the collapsed
part would correspond to 4.37% of the volume of the pulp.
The resulting values for the volumes were considered
satisfactory, taking into account that crrors can occur in
many parts of image manipulation, including acquisition
(for instance, there is always a slice of the object missing
frorn cach cnd of the image set). Thercfore, errors of 0.15
to 2.3% wcre found for the phantorns. So, if the
scgrnentation proccss for the application of fruit analysis is
acccptable, it is possible to have the sarne rates of errors in
the reconstruction, especially because it was reduced noise
in the intcrrncdiate steps of rcconstruction. If more
accuracy is nccded, approximation crrors could be reduced
by a series of extra precautions during processing, such as
mesh smoothing, active noise rcduction and control of
approxirnation crror.

An additional model, for the case of a cashew nut (see
figure 9) was also built. The intention with this mede! is to
use its geometric represcntation to simulare forces on the
nut during the extraction of the almond. By studying its
behavior under such forces, it may be possible to
manufacture a device to irnprove the unsatisfactory manual
extraction process currently uscd.

a) b)

Fig.9 Reconstruction of a cashew nut and almond, a)
boundary of meshes of both nut and almond. b)
Visualization of the cashew nut.

Besides providing 3D measurements, reconstruction
models can also provide internal views of the object under
analysis that would be impossible to see unless the fruit had
been sliced, diced, or actually cut in any way. For instance,

- figu re-I O shows-sorne manipulation of the model using an
interactive technique implemented in the system. A
'cursor' is used to mark a path on the fruit surfaces, starting
with the externa I object. When the path is closed, the
surface enclosed by it can be 'cut', and the cut can be
treated as a separate object (figures 10a to 10d). This object
can be manipulated separately, or even deleted from the
scene. With this 'opening ', the user can actually walk
through the mango and explore its structures internally.
The process can be repeated for internal objects. Figure 10e
illustrates the view of the core through cuts in both the
externa I object and the hole. This technology allows
nonphysical operations and insights that would be
impossible in the real world, such as 'seeing a hole in 3D',
or even 'cutting a hole' to see the core. This flexibility
could be useful for a number of known or novel
applications.

c)

@I ,

Fig.IO Various levels of interaction with the mango
rnodels.,

8 Conclusions

The methodology developed in this work represents an
innovative contribution where the reliability of 3D model
construction is importam. First, because it covers the whole
process from acquisition to model manipulation, offering
detailed instruction for potential users. Second, because it
validates the mcdel created against volume calculation, a
quality missing in other reconstruction efforts which has
restricted their use.
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piebewise linear curve approximation. Cornpurer
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The qualities inherent of the segmentation and
reconstruction methods were favorable here. In the
segmentation algorithm, the topological control over the
surface construction speeds up the reconstruction processo
By having an idea of the shape of the objects undergoing
reeonstruction it was possible to eliminare noisy regions in
the data while maintaining the actual 'holes' that were part
of' lhe structure under analysis. ln the volume
reconstruction step, the topological tests and the quality of
the mesh formed gave robustness and good definition of
the object formed.

Being the only methodology for 3D reconstruction
eurrently that had the volume caleulation validated, it is
expected that the eontribution presented here wilI have
application in Il,lany other fields of science. This aspect,
added to the intrinsic qualities of the volumetric model
generated by the reconstruction rnethod, alIows for
expansion of its use for other applications, such as medica!.

It must be noticed that the methodology requires good
quality irnages for its accuraey, reason why the use of MRI
is important as the acquisition rnethod, Low quality images
that produced noise on the boundary of the regions of
interest would generate impreeise coruour definition,
impairing the creation of rcliable models.

Besides providing a fulI methodology for data
manipulation frorn image to interaction, this work gives a
contribution for the discussion of validation of
reconstruction methods, particularly in the case where
volume calculation is of concern.
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